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President’s Column

September 2011

- Kerry Deane-Cloutier

Welcome to another year of woodturning! Membership renewal will be the
first order of the day at the September meeting, so be sure to bring your annual dues. You will be pleased to know that our annual dues have returned to
their 2009 level of $40 as you will not be paying an additional sum for taxes.
I hope you had an enjoyable summer, and that you managed to squeeze
in some woodturning-related activities. There were some good opportunities, with the Art Liestman class, the Woodturners of Olympia symposium,
and our own Guild Barbeque. Now that we are turning the corner into fall
more opportunities arise, starting with the Avelino Samuel class on September 17 and going from there. You will not want to miss any of it.
To start our year of meetings off with a bang, we are raffling off a lathe. Art
Liestman has received a Beaver lathe as a donation to the Guild. It needs
a little work but would be a great, nearly free, starter lathe for somebody
who does not own one yet. Art says, “Not being a very technical guy, I think
it mainly needs 1. a motor, 2. derusting, and 3. new bearings. Embrace the
good old timey funk of it all! It’s a lovely retro piece.” We will be selling raffle
tickets at the September meeting for $5, with the draw at the end of the
meeting. There are two conditions. The first is that ticket sales are limited to
those that do not own a full sized lathe. The second is that the lathe must be
picked up from Art’s the weekend after the meeting, as he is tired of storing
it!
Improvements have been made to Sapperton Hall over the summer. As
you will recall, in June, they painted the walls of the main room of the lower
level. In early August, they installed 7 thermal window units on the lower
level, 4 in the main hall, 1 in the kitchen and both bathrooms. They will be
working on upgrading the electrical in the kitchen and adding a hood with fan
over the two stoves. Improvements have been made upstairs as well, and
Hall capacity is now about 300 with these changes, up from 200 previously.
If you are planning an event for another organization, keep Sapperton Hall in
mind.
Finally, congratulations go out to Maarten Meerman, whose nano turnings
came to the attention of CBC Radio. The Early Edition interviewed Maarten
and that aired in July.

Beaver lathe for September 2011 Raffle

NEXT MEETING

Wednesday, Sept. 28, 2011 - 6:30 pm
Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall
318 Keary St., New Westminster
Main Event:
Dennis Shinn from the NWW in Mt.Vernon
will be demonstrating metal spinning.

September’s President’s Challenge is
“Step Out Of The Box”, or “What I Did For My Summer Vacation”
Tech Talk Table:
Bruce Campbell will host a forum for your
technical questions.
Critique Table:
Kerry Deane-Cloutier will moderate a critique of your pieces.

September Food Suppliers:
George Russell, Ray Schifferns, Dennis
Schmidt, Fred Sherman, John Spitters,
Larry Stevenson
October Food Suppliers:
Keith Still, Chris Stiles, Larry Sunnus,
David Sweet, Allan Symonds, Teruo Tajima
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Haney Farmers Market in Maple Ridge
Anne Rostvig

On June 4th, a group of Guild members staged a
demonstration and display as part of ‘Art in the Park’
Day at the Haney Farmers Market in Maple Ridge.
Four local members, Claudia Hayward, Lance
Rossington, Gerry Vickers and myself, were joined
by Merv Graham and Dennis Houle and their help
and support was very much appreciated.

There were some unexpected benefits for us too.
We received offers of wood, and Lance even scored
a log of lignum vitae from the local mayor! We spent
the day in the sunshine listening to live music and
dined on local organic smokies and mini Dutch pancakes. Altogether it was a very good day.

It was the first sunny Saturday of the season (yes,
there was one!) so that we were able to set up three
lathes in the fresh air leaving two people to look after the large covered display area. This is a popular
market and traffic was steady throughout the day
keeping us busy talking and demonstrating our art.
We had many comments from those who had tried
turning in high school and were interested in renewing that interest, as well as those who had previously had no idea of what was involved. Having two
women present also demonstrated clearly that this
is not exclusively a male preserve and it was especially pleasing to see children taking an interest.

Turning 101 –Small Vase
Allan Cusworth

Three of the seven registered participants attended the Turning 101 session on Saturday, June
25, to turn a small hollow vessel. Gerry Vickers told
everyone that this was the first time hollowing was
being done at a Turning 101 session, so Beverley
Pears, John Nelson, and Mike Gosnell were the
lucky ones to make Turning 101 history. We were a
small but enthusiastic group.
Since most of the participants
were relatively new to woodturning,
I decided to make the project very
simple. We would make a straight
sided vase that only has an inside
depth of 4”. My goal was to show
the basic cutting strokes for removing wood a little bit deeper than a
shallow bowl with a basic swan-neck
type hollowing tool. I felt that as
people become more familiar with
woodturning they can then decide if
they want to buy better equipment
and explore deeper hollowing later
on.

Safety is paramount. Every time we are in our
workshops, we discussed the use of personal safety
equipment to minimize the effects of possible mishaps. I also mentioned that this is not just theory
since two woodturners recently had accidents; one
person received long term injuries and the other person died as a result of the injuries. It is so important
to develop good habits in turning so
doing it the safe way becomes automatic.
We actually worked on two projects.
To give everyone a start at shaping the
outside surfaces of a vessel, we made
a dried flower vase. Gerry brought
some small glass vials that we inserted. This was an exercise in drilling
a hole to fit an insert. We finished that
project by lunch time and everyone
had a beautiful piece to show for their
efforts.
After lunch, we mounted a second
billet to make the hollow vase, rounded
continued on page 6
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`Burning’ class in Art Liestman’s shop,
Fire Department Late to Scene
Ed Pretty

July 9th was a special day in Art Liestman’s shop.
Eight of us shared his space while he led us through
a progressive approach to learning pyrography. We
all had burners but had had little success in the
past with the
process. Art
showed us
several different
types of tips to
make various
shapes. For
each one he
showed us various ways to apply the tip to get
several more shapes from each tip. We all seemed
to gain quite a bit of confidence and ability due to
the progressive way in which Art took us down the
path. Starting with a straight line, we progressed to
keeping the line strength consistent, making curves,
small circles and then branded shapes.

answers down. He then
proceeded to make sure
that each concern was
covered to our satisfaction. I was very pleased with what I learned about
pyrography and also pleased to learn a new way of
making an impromptu lesson plan. Overall it was a
fun and informative day.
Lunch – always a highlight – was delivered by
Art’s wife, Jan. Picked up at their favourite Lebanese restaurant, the meal was not only delicious but
ample enough that after we were done, we were all
ready to curl up like a boa constrictor for a five day
sleep after downing a calf.
Very possibly the highlight of the day was learning
how to shoot elastic bands faster and more accurately than I ever had before. Only a mathematics
whiz could devise a method of putting a spin on the
band to better control its flight. Who knew?!

In addition to pyrography, Art showed us his brand
of colouring using acrylics to highlight grain patterns.
It is the same method as I use when employing dyes
and then sanding back to expose the figured grain
through the colour. Everyone tried the technique
on various pieces of figured wood with some very
satisfying results.
Before we started, Art asked each one of us what
we wanted to learn in the session and wrote the

A Note from Gerry Vickers
Library

All Video’s will be going on sale at the September
meeting, $5.00 each, all sales final
Turning 101
All-day sessions starts at 9 am, ends at 4 pm
Cost must be paid in advance
$30.00 if using own lathe
$40.00 if renting a club lathe
Saturday, October 29
Turning a Tool Handle
Saturday, November 26
Turning a Christmas Ornament

Turning 201
All-day sessions will be held on a Saturday
Must be a competent turner
If interested, please email Gerry Vickers at
gb_vickers@shaw.ca with topics you would like to
see covered /demonstrated & hopefully this will also
be a hands on session.
Turning 201 will only run if there is enough interest, to cover costs.
Thank you Gerry V
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Woodturning Site of the Month
Peter McLaren

As some of you know, I have recently cleaned up and reorganized my shop. This was precipitated first
by the decision that I would install a full-blown dust collection system, and then in the process I convinced
myself that a really good bandsaw would improve my abilities and the quality of my art. To go through this
exercise of emptying all shelves, cupboards, drawers etc. of accumulated stuff over the past 30+ years of
living in the same property makes one stop and ponder the need for each item. That leads one to consider
the future direction and current influences on my turning aspirations.
Over the past 3-4 years, I have amassed more than just a lot of semi useless tools etc. I have also saved
printouts and links to hundreds of sites for Woodturners and turning related information. A periodic review
shows me that my likes and dislikes change with time and experience.
What I want to share with you this month are a few sites of those artists whose work I admire at this time.
My attention is drawn to both works that have a comforting form as well as a colour that compliments the
piece. Those pieces I believe will outlast the round and brown. Works by the following artists have, in my
mind, the common characteristics of style, colour and original concepts! These are my current artists of
influence.
Helga Becker http://www.helga-becker.de/
Unfortunately, this artist has had medical issues and from what I understand, is no longer turning. However
if you can get hold of any of the books she has published in Europe, I highly recommend them. Her forms
are simple with clean sharp lines while the colours just pop out and focus your eye on whatever is special to
this piece.
Irene Grafert http://www.woodturndeco.com/demonstrations.html
Note her comment “There is a practical reason to master the techniques of surface decoration that goes
beyond the aesthetic and creative appeal. I began my professional career doing conventional turning: bowl,
platters, vases, and vessels. As soon as I added decoration, my exhibits were sold out!” Kind of says what
we would all like to experience.
Michael Bauermeister http://www.michaelbauermeister.com/Michael_Bauermeister/Table-Top_Pieces.html
Michael is as much a sculptor as turner, but a look through his site offers a glimpse at many new approaches.
Merryll Saylan http://www.merryllsaylan.com/2011/01/where-am-i.html
Notice how these forms and colours grab your attention? Great similarity with Helga Becker, I can only
guess who did this style first.
Helga Winter http://helgawinter.com/woodturning/turning-gallery/
All of Helga’s work is in green Madrone (Arbutus), and I must admit to being partial to the use of dried kelp
in her displays.
So these are the wood artists whom I relate to and who’s influence will show up in my next period of turning that I hope will start real soon. Now that my shop is clean, organized and I know what I have and where
to find it, I have no reason to procrastinate any longer. I think that every aspiring wood artist should make
his or her own notes on whom or what influences his/her own style or voice.
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Summer BBQ
Allan Cusworth

The biennial GVWG summer picnic for members
and their spouses and partners held on Sunday,
July 17 took place at Ed & Arlene Pretty’s home in
Langley. The festivities started on the back deck
but moved into Ed & Arlene’s carport by some liquid
sunshine. The lawn games did not come out because of the showers, but the stories, laughter and
fellowship sure did.
Ed fired up the BBQ for those who needed it and
we all soon were engrossed in a fine picnic lunch.
For those who have not seen Ed’s workshop,

you have missed a very large area that most of us
would love to have. He discussed a lot of his turning techniques to the people gathered, and spent a
lot of time talking about the antique chainsaws and
lumbering tools that he has collected over the years
from his family’s lumbering days. It is a fine display
of museum quality tools.
All in all the day turned out to be a lot of fun for all
who attended.
Thanks go out to Ed and Arlene for their hospitality for another great GVWG event.

Arts Alive Festival in Langley
Allan Cusworth

On August 20, four GVWG woodturners, Allan
Cusworth, Bill Olsen, Colin Delory and Phil Vetra set
up a booth and took part in the Arts Alive Festival
in Langley. This festival has been taking place for
many years and showcases many different crafts including pottery, metal forming, painting, jewelry, etc.
Only recently has the Greater Vancouver Woodturners Guild been represented there. Colin and Allan
had a booth there last year.
Allan’s wife, Natalia, watched over the various
pieces that the turners had placed on tables and the
guys took turns demonstrating turning techniques
on Phil’s mini-lathe to attract attention to the booth.
It sure didn’t take long for a crowd to gather when
the shavings started flying. Phil kept the festival
photographer busy taking action shots, which I am
sure will be used in future promotion for the event,
and Allan entertained the kids making some multi-

coloured tops. Sales were not as brisk as had been
hoped but the fellowship was fantastic. We’ll probably do it again next year.
Thanks to the Guild for allowing us to use the
safety shield and banners. Some GVWG cards and
flyers were picked up by booth visitors, hopefully
some new members will drop by a meeting and join.
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it off, and marked our dimensions on it. We taped
a depth marker on a drill bit, placed it in a Jacobs
chuck which was mounted in the tailstock and drilled
a pilot hole down the centre to act as a starting
point for the hollowing. We discussed the correct
way to hold the tool and address the lip of the pilot
hole. The need for a sharp tool that cuts, on, or very
slightly above centre, was emphasized. All cutting
strokes have to cut with the wood grain and proceed slowly from the centre of the piece toward the
outside lip.
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We were not able to complete the project but all the
steps to do so were covered and everyone will be
bringing two finished vases to the September GVWG
meeting.
Many thanks go out to Gerry Vickers who organized
the event and to Kees Hof, our mentor and
photographer.

All of the participants felt very comfortable with
the techniques I showed, and worked very slowly.
As we got a little deeper into the cylinder they all
realized that these cuts are a little different than just
making beads and coves. I believe that everyone
learned a new respect for their tools and what they
can do.

GVWG’s First Mini Symposium
Merv Graham

June 22 saw the first mini symposium held at the regular June meeting; an idea, which came about when
one of the committee members suggested we address some of the suggestions, which arose from the
survey. Five members, Ed Pretty, Peter McLaren, Dennis Cloutier, Merv Graham, and Bruce Campbell
volunteered to present their version of the topics suggested. The evening was broken into 3 forty minute
segments, ending with the Gallery and President’s Challenge. Each segment was broken into three topics
at stations set up in various locations in the room.
Tools seemed to be the feature of the night with sessions in
new tools and alternate uses for common household implements; homemade tools for hollowing; and tool sharpening.
The other sessions were spindle copying and piercing. Peter
McLaren took on the task of introducing some newer tools
which he has found to be very useful in his work, as well he
touched on the topic of thinking outside the box when it comes
to using common household items in the wood shop. A piece
that caught my eye was the Kelton hollowing tool rest which
extended the support into the inside of the vessel while hollowing (I want one). It looks great for reducing vibration, as
well as providing greater tool control with a far less of the tool
overhanging the rest inside the vessel. Another Kelton tool he
liked was the scraper and their holders, which he felt were great at shear
scraping the interior of vessels. Being a frugal turner myself (some say cheap),
I particularly liked the idea of thinking outside the box. Cutting sand paper has
always presented a problem with the wife getting particularly upset when I use her
scissors for that purpose. Peter’s suggestion of bandage scissors or the ones you
can find in the Chinese stores are a far better alternative. His use of the roof vent
cover found in the hardware store as a dust system hood for the lathe was a great
example of thinking outside the box. His use of discarded sewer pipe (unused) as
vacuum chuck rings sent me off to the construction site dumpster for a supply material. All in all this was a very good session which fit right into my train of thought.
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My contribution to the evening was how one can make a few
specialized tools for hollowing which are modeled after or before
some of the modern expensive hollowing tools. My notion was to
show tools which I have made some from my own ideas as well
as those I have gleaned from the internet and turners who have
come to our guild to demonstrate and brought their own home
made tools. I opened with a discussion of where to find good
quality steel for tool making. There is an abundance of high quality carbon steel at garage sales and swap meets such as wood
chisels and older brand name screwdrivers. Tools like the old
Craftsman large square screwdrivers can be made into tools such
as a bedan, beading, or parting tools. Wood chisel and hunting
knives can be made into curved scrapers for finishing the inside
of hollow forms or making under cuts in mushrooms or Christmas
tree shaped ornaments. Tool steel can be found in those cheap off
shore tools, which are low grade tool steel though it is not the best,
it is still quite adequate. These can be ground into a great variety
of shapes. Another source is the industrial planer blades that have become too short to use but there is still
plenty of meat on them to make cutting tip for hollowing bars. Another source is at your friendly machine
shop where tool bits have been ground down too small and are no longer of much use and can be purchased for a really reasonable price.
One of my favorite hollowing tools is a rig that I saw at a Don Derry demonstration. I have modified it
slightly and can use it as either a right hand or left hand outrigger hollowing tool. This I used as part of my
demonstration, which was to do a bit of hollowing to show the effectiveness of the tool. The other tool I
used was a $3.00, high speed steel, wood chisel I ground into a curved shape to show how good a finish
one can achieve with a homemade tool. The same Henry Taylor shapes sell for $57.00. I counter the argument given by a lot of turners that they would rather use the time turning than waste it on making tools. My
argument is that there is just as much satisfaction in the challenge of making a tool for a specific task that
works effectively and has a low cost.
Bruce Campbell’s session dealt with the ever popular
mysteries of tool sharpening. The topic being somewhat
large he dealt with it in 2 segments. In segment one he
dealt with gouges and the various fingernail profiles and
in segment 2 he demonstrated flat tools such as scrapers.
In the first session, Bruce discussed the equipment and
the stones that he prefers. He showed how to establish a
profile using the Wolverine system and how to maintain a
consistent reproduction of it. It was good to watch him as it
has helped refresh my own technique and correct some of
the poor techniques one slips into overtime. The thoroughness of his presentation always gives one something to
think about in their own tool sharpening techniques.
The second session dealt with flat tools such as scrapers
and skews. Once again, Bruce stressed the necessity for a
good solid platform and smooth action across the stone completing the full rotation across the face of the
tool. He discussed the angles for scrapers and skews and showed his preference for honing skews to produce a razor sharp edge for finishing on spindles. He discussed the upside down technique used by some
to sharpen scrapers where the tool rest is set at an acute angle and the angle and burr set in that manner.
This is a technique that we don’t encourage. Bruce talked about his preference to hone tools such as a
skew to give a sanding-free finish to the work, particularly small spindle work.
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Ed Pretty chose the subject of spindle copying without the aid of any
copying attachment; rather he used the time honored method of measuring and marking. He discussed the procedures of making matching
spindles by transferring the measurements from an existing spindle to a
blank. Then he set out to demonstrate the various tool used to accomplish the task. Ed demonstrated setting up a blank and showed how to
reproduce a small table leg. He discussed the tools used to rough out
the blank and make the cylinder of the appropriate size. After marking
the cylinder, he demonstrated making plunge cuts to the depth of the
various stations he laid out on the spindle identifying the location of the
various design shapes chosen. After locating the stations he reduced the
cylinder to the appropriate size at each station, keeping in mind whether
the detail was a cove, bead, or a simple taper. Once the spindle was
roughed out he proceeded to refine the design by finishing the various
profiles using spindle detail gouges and skew. Ed repeated his demonstration and reproduced two spindles matching the original. The profiles
Ed produced were very close to identical to the original and without a very close inspection, it was difficult to
see a difference with the naked eye.
Dennis Cloutier brought the class act to our mini symposium with his demonstration of piercing. Though
he did not have much time to do actual piercing his discussion brought to light the many steps it takes to
turn a thin vessel into a piece of lace art. Dennis recommends pieces of no more than one sixteenth wall
thickness (which his wife produces-wonder why). Dennis recommends dry seasoned wood with a consistent even grain; dense hard
wood is preferred. He emphasized the importance of body and hand
position as both the tool and material are quite fragile and prone to
breakage. Dennis also recommends a shake free tool control to
prevent disasters when dealing with such fragile boundaries in a lace
design. He recommends a random pattern which you start carving in
various locations skipping around the project to prevent any pattern
from showing.
Dennis prefers the high speed air turbine as a hand piece, the
same one the dentists use, and his choice is the NSK Presto. He
talked about the use of slower rotary tools and their drawbacks.
These tools tend to grain follow and skip, and he says they are
“grabbier” and hard to control. His bits are carbide dental burrs and
are friction fit as well as being relatively inexpensive (approximately $2.50 ea). Other essentials pieces of
equipment are good light and a magnifier visor.
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President’s Challenge - Alternate Rotations

Merv Graham - Bowl Gouge - Maple - Tung Oil

Marco Berera - Top - 2x1.5 in - Maple
- Lacquer

John Spitters - Water Flask - Quilted
Maple - Wipe on Poly

Peter McLaren - Prototype Leaning Bowl 6x4 in - Junk Wood - No Finish

Mark Neesman - Constant Diameter 36x36 mm - Oak - Wax
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Instant Gallery

Merv Graham - Bowl - 7x2.5 in
Black Locust AKA Acacia - Tung Oil

Keith Hudson - Suspended Globe
7x10 in - Black Locust and
Spalted Horse Chestnut

David Wagner - Hollow Form
4.5x8 in - Maple Burl and Cocobolo
Wipe on Poly

Merv Graham - Bowl - 6x2 in
Hazel Nut - Tung Oil
Marco Berera - Tops - 2x1.75 in - Ash
Lacquer - Wagner Texturing Tool

Merv Graham - Bowl - 6x2 in - FOG- - Tung Oil
Kerry Deane-Cloutier - Purse - The Stirt - 8x2.5 in
Cherry and Blackwood - Milk Paint
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Instant Gallery

George Capone - Lidded Finial Box
Maple

George Capone - Lidded Finial Boxes
Maple

George Capone - Lidded Finial Box
Maple

Jay Mapson - Square Bowl - Maple Burl
Salad Bowl Finish

Rich Schmid - Platter - 12x2 in
Norfolk Pine

John Spitters - Trition Roller Ball Pen
Spalted Curly Maple - CA Glue

Jay Mapson - Bowl with Piercing - Holly
Salad Bowl Finish

Jay Mapson - Natural Edge Bowl - Holly
Salad Bowl Finish
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Dennis Houle - Bowl - 7.25x2.5 in - Spalted Walnut
Wipe on Poly, Howards Restore A Shine,
Burnishing Cream

David Wagner - Hollow Form
5.5x8 in - Maple Burl and Ebony
Wipe on Poly

Al Koehn - Platter - 18 in
Maple Crotch - Rub on Poly

George Capone - Lidded Finial Box
Maple

George Capone - Lidded Finial Box
Maple

Colin Delory - Nested Cubes
6x7.5 in - Acacia and Cocobolo
Antique Oil

Dennis Houle - Treasure Chest Purse - 4x7 in
Spalted Maple and Wenge - Wipe on Poly
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Classifieds
Busy Bee B404 dust collector.
• 2 hp, 220v, 1-micron bag.
• Comes with about 40ft. of ducting.
• Some tin 4” some 6” some 4” flex, 5 or 6
gates, different sizes.
• Electronic on/off switch. Asking $250.00.
• Call Mike at 778-438-2726.

“Taig” miniature precision metalworking
lathe (with cross-slide carriage) being offered
for sale plus other accessories (woodturning tool
rest) that can also to be used as a woodworking lathe also for turning the popular custom pen
or pencil barrels or many other projects either in
metal or wood. This type of metalworking lathe
was designed for precision machining of watch
parts with an accuracy of 0.0005”. For description and features of this unit see Lee Valley Fine
Woodworking Tools Catalogue, September, 2010,
page 121. This unit is c/w motor, a 3-Jaw Scroll
Chuck, 4-Jaw Chuck, Face Plate, plus many other
additional accessories, the current prices of items
noted adds up to around $1,200.00 (plus taxes).
This unit is being offered for $500.00 (a good
value bargain price).
For those who may be interested, please contact:
Alan Ponting
11358 Kendale Place
Delta, B.C. V4C 3P3
Tel: (604) 588-2784
Cell: (604) 785-2784
Email: alponting@dccnet.com
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